INTRODUCTION
Verifying the action of a muscle in a detailed musculo-skeletal model is difficult.
In situ isometric measurements are a possible solution. We have recently performed this type of experiment in the rat hindlimb (Yeo et al.2011 ). We immobilized the pelvis of the animal and rigidly attached the tibia to a 6-axis force transducer. Individual muscles were stimulated and the resulting forces and moments were recorded. Typically limbs are modeled as chains of rigid bodies, but in the very common case of fixing the end point to a force transducer, the limb is over-constrained with 6 force constraints.
Surprisingly, when we used the standard Jacobian representation and MoorePenrose pseudo inverse, we were able to obtain a reasonable fit to the data provided the moment data was scaled by 10 2 . When we released a degree of freedom at the force transducer, in both the experiments and in the model, so that the number of degrees of freedom of the leg matched the number of constraints, the measured forces and moments were well explained with the model.
In this study we examine these issues further, clarifying how imperfect skeletal fixation and compliance in the connection of the skeleton to the force transducer can alter the measured force and moments.
METHODS
We assume the bones of the skeleton are rigid bodies and they are linked by joints that determine the position of the limb segments relative to each other (Delp and Loan 2000) . Muscles can span the joints and are assumed to exert torque on each of the joints they span. In order to relate these torques to the resulting endpoint forces and moments, we extended this analysis by adding: 1) a base compliance; 2) passive compliances around the joints; and 3) complaint connections to the force transducer. See Figure 1 . Base compliance was modeled by adding 3 translational dof coupled to an elasticity at the hip. We then developed the relationship between joint torques and endpoint forces including these compliances. Our analysis shows that inclusion of these compliances provides a well defined solution for endpoint forces given joint torques, even in the case when the limb is over-constrained. To illustrate these results, we considered the action of gracilis posticus in the rat hindlimb (Yeo et. al. 2011 ). Numeric results were compared using different model assumptions: different joint dof, varying base compliance, varying transducer compliance, and varying passive joint compliance. The effects of passive elastic forces and additional dof in the leg joints are not presented here.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our analytic results show that when the dof of the limb are exactly matched to the dof restrained at the transducer, neither base compliance nor transducer compliance affects the measured end point generalized force.
(This assumes movement is small enough that the limb configuration has not substantially changed.) However, if an additional constraint is added at the transducer, the measured force depends on the comparative stiffness of each axis of the force transducer. Furthermore, when the stiffness of the base is approximately equal to or less than that of the transducer, base stiffness dramatically alters the force.
Numeric computations demonstrate these results (Figure 2) . In the over-constrained case force depends on the relative stiffness of the transducer. Row D shows that as the moment axes of the force transducer become more compliant than the translation axes, the measured forces look like the exactly constrained force column. This may explain why similar forces were measured if the exact and over constrained case in Yeo et al (2011) .
CONCLUSIONS
These results suggest it is difficult to measure in vivo isometric force when a single muscle is stimulated. Fixing a limb segment rigidly to a 6 axis force transducer will always involve the above issues. In special cases, where a limb has 5 dof or less, a specially designed attachment to a force transducer, one that releases some of the dof, will mitigate these problems. Unless the dof of the limb are exactly matched to the dof restrained at the force transducer, base and transducer compliance alter the measured force. 
